As a result, the conference quickly splits into three blocks. Thus in order to determine"which nations are to be represented in the nine-member steering board, the participants are forced to accord each block three slots and to allow each block to elect its own delegates.
Once such key operational matters are sorted out, the diplomats make room for the artists, and Schleede, fatigued by the often senseless wrangling about matters of little substance, heads for home.
So far so good.
But this simple retelling of the plot says little about the novel's true character. Die Summe exudes none of the embattled optimism evident in Kant's earlier works.
Chair This is a volume of six plays by a versatile author, whom Peter Demetz describes as "still of the Weimar generation" yet also as a successful playwright of GDR "establishment theater" (After the Fires: Recent Writing in the Germanies. Austria and Switzerland. New York: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, 1986, p.236) .
This volume of plays is not intended as a critical edition; the text contains a one and a half page afterword in which the editor reveals much helpful information: the publication and first performance dates of these dramas, which belong primarily to the decade between 1950 and 1960; the fact that Ms. Zinner herself selected, scrutinized, and authorized the plays for the present edition; some information about her other plays (there are fourteen); and a word about her memoirs entitled Auf dem roten Teppich:
Erfahrungen. Gedanken. Impressionen (first edition 1978, new expanded edition in the same series as these plays 1986).
In addition to the remarks of the editor, there is a list of other works by Zinner including seven novels, one volume of short stories, a volume of Fabeln. Lieder. Gedichte und Nachdichtungen in addition to her autobiography.
A l l these volumes are published by the same house, most in more than one edition, and all testify to her success in the GDR. Ms. Zinner has also written children's theater scripts as well as radio and television dramas.
Of the six plays reproduced here, one is a comedy entitled Was wäre wenn.... which poses the interesting question: what would happen i f the citizens of a GDR border town were led-or mis!ed--to believe that their region was being given to the Federal Republic and that the nobility would be returning to the town castle?
Within the typical conventions of three-act comedy-lovers' misunderstandings, heroes and villains from various social niveaus within the classless society, and eventual resolution of all conflicts by marriageZinner creates ample occasion to present a political message while providing light entertainment.
Another play, Lützower. is the only historical drama.
It is presented in verse form, striking a rather surprising note.
The action takes place in March 1813 in Saxony and the play echoes historical dramas of other German playwrights.
Despite numerous shocking incidents and reversals for the cause of freedom, the play delivers the hopeful assurance: "Nichts ist umsonst. Der Funke hat gezündet" (433). 
